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CCNA R&S is an associate level certification which is designed to train individuals to provide
better network solutions to the industry. The main focus of individuals is on CCNA R&S
Certification exam because this CCNA R&S Certification is the fastest growing course in the
world. CCNA R&S skills and knowledge allows them to manage, install, configure and support
small to medium-sized network i.e. LAN & WAN.

CCNA R&S Examination:
The exam is conducted by CISCO in several categories. To become CCNA R&S certified you
need to clear CCNA Written + Lab Exam. First of all, you have to clear the written exam, and
after that lab exam. It requires hands-on knowledge of the course concept.

Strategies to clear CCNA R&S Certification exam:
For Certification, First, you need to clear written and lab exam. Here are some mediums through
which you can make a good score in both exams (written and lab):
1. Reading Books: This is the main strategies to clear CCNA R&S Certification exam.
Reading books can bring a major change in your approach. Study the latest editions of
Cisco own books. Read almost as possible as you can learn from all topics that cover
the practice question and lab exercise.
In CCNA Routing and switching you should have strong skills in:
OSPF
EIGRP
LAN Switching
QOS
MPLS
2. Training Centre: There are many training centers in the market who are giving proper
training on the CCNA R&S Certification. They will give you proper training on
certification with lab sessions and proper guidance. You will need theoretical and
practical knowledge to clear the examination. This theoretical knowledge will help you a
lot.
3. Watch Video Tutorials: You can watch free online videos because by videos you can
learn easily and its help a lot. There are many online vendors who are offering videos on
CCNA R&S Certification. By watching videos you can get knowledge on written and lab
exams easily.
4. Labs Knowledge: This is also the main strategies to clear CCNA R&S Certification
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Exam because practical knowledge is the best way to learn easily because practical
knowledge remains in mind and will help in the exam. Performing in the lab will prepare
you for the exam which is the best part to learn for the CCNA Certification.
If you want to achieve more success in the networking than Enroll at Networkers Guru.
Networker Guru is the best path for taking theoretical as well as practical knowledge.
Networkers Guru is the best training center to offering certification programs with placement and
you will find the Enquiry Form on Right site of every CCNA, CCNP & CCIE certification(R&S,
Security, and Collaboration) pages. Just fill the form and you will get revert from Networkers
Guru within a few minutes.
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Networkers Guru offers summer internship program on a live project in CCNA.
Top 5 reasons to make a career in Networking Technology.
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CCNA Certification - Enriching network training for a better future.
Good training demands the best trainers. Networkers Guru has all of it.
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